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AGM + Book-of-the-Year: The Ship (articles by John Roberts and
Arnold Romberg), The Paid Piper (Lawrie Brewer), Hornblower in
the Baltic (Rolf Ahlström) and two more Hornblower movie stars

PRELIMINARY PROGRAMME:
• Welcome buffet dinner on Friday evening
• Guided tour of the Château with re-enactments and
reading from Flying Colours
• Panoramic view and walk along the river Loire, to
include part of Captain Hornblower, Lieutenant Bush
and Coxswain Brown’s escape route
• Formal matters of AGM (activities, publications,
finance, membership, election of officers) on Saturday
morning
• Presentation and discussions of historical and
geographical aspects in Flying Colours and Lord
Hornblower
• Movie fragments of the full escape route of
Hornblower, Bush and Brown
• Presentation based on our Book of The Year, ‘The
Ship’
• Society plan, and future activities
• Our traditional (French Style?) Castle Pie dinner on
Saturday evening
• City walk in Nevers. From the bridge, imagine a
flooding river on a cold night, trying to escape with the
wind shrieking overhead. God help sailors on a night
like this…..
More details and hotel info on http://csforester.eu
Next column is from Navy News March 2011, p.35
introducing this year’s Book of the Year The Ship (thank
you Mike Bee of HMS PENELOPE Association)
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The Context of The Ship
The Second Battle of Sirte (21st – 23rd March 1942)
John Roberts
I am well aware of the Gulf of Sirte. Very early on the
morning of Wednesday 19th of August 1981 my thoughts
were suddenly interrupted by the harsh tones of an
emergency line in the Operations room of the Ministry of
Defence in Whitehall, London, where I happened to be on
duty as the ‘COSDO’ (the Chiefs of Staff Duty Officer). It
was the Pentagon on the line and after authentication was
validated I was instructed to brief the Prime Minister,
Margaret Thatcher, on what was to be called the “Gulf of
Sirte incident”. US naval jets had engaged with Libyan
fighters, several had been shot down and the Americans
were most anxious for the British to be aware of the
situation at the earliest possible moment. The
engagement was to feature as the background to a
popular American film about the US Navy entitled ‘Top
Gun’. Almost forty years earlier another engagement had
been fought in the Gulf of Sirte and this formed the
background to a popular book, ‘The Ship’ by CS Forester.
‘The Ship’ is unique amongst CS Forester’s many books
in that it is written in a drama documentary style as a
series of cameos, or character sketches, of various
players in an afternoon’s engagement in the
Mediterranean during the Second World War. Indeed the
book was commissioned by the Ministry of Information for
the Admiralty and written by CS Forester to boost morale
at a critical time in the course of the war. The story of the
brief engagement is cleverly interwoven with the
thoughts, background and actions of individual members
of the ship’s company of the ‘6-inch’ light cruiser HMS
ARTEMIS, showing how ordinary the characters are, but
at the same time demonstrating how vital their respective
roles were to the eventual success of the battle.
I first came to the book as a youngster, hooked on
Hornblower and was rather disappointed, having naively
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assumed it would be a swashbuckling adventure of the
modern Royal Navy after the style of Hornblower. I did
however put together the brief Captain’s Report notes at
the head of each chapter in an effort to piece together the
facts to try and identify exactly which battle it was but that
did not prove very satisfactory as it did not entirely fit the
official accounts of any engagement at the time and
indeed there was for some time a certain amount of
confusion over what were in fact three battles of Sirte.
There never was an HMS ARTEMIS, though Forester
clearly modelled her on the Arethusa class cruiser HMS
PENELOPE, in which he went to sea, and he dedicated
his book to her. There were not too many definite clues in
the book as to the real events portrayed and CS Forester
omits dates, deftly mixes the facts up, changes timings,
the composition and names of the enemy ships and most
of the senior officers involved. He also, rather surprisingly
made a few errors, such as confusing the main armament
of the Italian battleships. The lack of hard data adds to the
confusion over which of the three actual battles of Sirte
Forester had in mind and in any case they were not nearly
so well known or publicised as the much more famous
naval battles of the Second World War in the
Mediterranean theatre including Matapan and Taranto. In
1957 Lieutenant Commander Kemp, the Admiralty
Archivist and Head of Historical Section, quotes Admiralty
Military Branch paper ‘M.08720/42’ in describing the battle
fought between 21st & 23rd March 1942 as the first battle
and the subsequent battle in the area as the second(*). It
may be this official Admiralty view that led Wikipedia to
claim (now corrected):
The author dedicated the book "with the deepest respect
to the officers and crew of HMS PENELOPE", and the
action described is based on the First Battle of Sirte.
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This is of course incorrect, as the action that Forester
used as the background to his book was based on, what
we now know as the second battle of Sirte, though at the
time he would not have been aware of the full facts. ‘The
Ship’ was published in 1943 and in that year the official
Admiralty Account of Naval Operations, prepared for the
Admiralty by the Ministry of Information, for whom
Forester worked, had an account of “the” Battle of Sirte. It
would be interesting to know what Forester’s input to the
official account was. In that official account the enemy
consisted of one battleship, three heavy cruisers, and six
light cruisers whereas in ‘The Ship’ Forester has the
enemy comprising two battleships, three heavy cruisers
and four light cruisers, which, rather interestingly
compares with Winston Churchill’s signal after the battle
describing the enemy as “..(one) modern battleship
attended by two heavy and four light cruisers...” (see
below). An account published some fourteen years later
by the Admiralty Archivist & Head of Historical Section, in
1957 describing the ‘First Battle of Sirte’ stated that the
enemy consisted of one battleship, two heavy cruisers and
one light cruiser plus destroyers (see table below).
Many years later, whilst serving in the Royal Navy, which
incidentally happened to include service in a ‘6-inch
cruiser’ in the Mediterranean, and studying the history of
the Royal Navy, I was finally able to work out the different
battles of Sirte and then confirm the correct background to
‘The ship’. The ‘First Battle of Sirte’ took place between
16th–18th December 1941, the ‘Second Battle of Sirte’
was between 21st–23rd March 1942 and the ‘Third Battle
of Sirte’ (Operation Vigorous)13th–15th June 1942. The
battle which fits the engagement in ‘The Ship’ is most
definitely the ‘Second Battle of Sirte’.
It is a simple story of the actions and personalities of some
of the heroic defenders of a Malta bound convoy crossing
the Gulf of Sirte one afternoon at a critical time in the War,
whilst being attacked by a powerful fleet of Italian
warships and German bombers.
In the late autumn of 1941 the war was not going well for
British forces in the Mediterranean theatre and the
strategically placed island of Malta was taking a battering.
The island, situated on the Axis supply lines between Italy
and Rommel’s army in North Africa, was being heavily
bombed and running out of vital supplies. Malta was
strategically so important that Hitler was forced to move
one Fliegerkorps of 200 aircraft from the hard pressed
Russian front to Italy and bring twenty-six U-boats from
the Atlantic into the Eastern Mediterranean. On the 13th
November U-82 sank Britain’s last aircraft carrier in the
Mediterranean, HMS ARK ROYAL and twelve days later U
-331 sank the battleship HMS BARHAM. On 14th
December, just four days after the Japanese had sunk two
British capital ships, the Prince of Wales and Repulse, U557 sank the cruiser HMS GALATEA and on 19th
December Italian frogmen penetrated Alexandria and sank
the last two British battleships in the Mediterranean, the

QUEEN ELIZABETH and VALIANT. With all capital ships
out of action this left only a few light cruisers to defend
vital Malta convoys against the Italian battle fleet.
Convoy MW 10 sailed from Alexandria on 20th March
1942, heading west-north-west, bound for Malta and was
escorted by Force ‘B’ under Rear Admiral Vian consisting
of the light cruisers EURYALUS, DIDO and CLEOPATRA
(ten 5.25-inch guns) with ten destroyers in two groups. At
1700 the next day the convoy was spotted by a German
aircraft and an Italian submarine. The following day, under
the command of Admiral Iachino, the modern Italian
battleship LITTORIO (15-inch guns), the powerful heavy
cruisers GORIZIA and TRENTO (8-inch guns) and the
light cruiser GIOVANNI DELLE BANDE NERE, all
escorted by destroyers sailed in two battle groups from
their bases in Italy and headed south to destroy the
convoy. At 0800 Force ‘K’ consisting of the light cruiser
PENELOPE (six 6-inch guns) (Captain Nicholl) and a
destroyer, LEGION, from Malta, joined the convoy and
reinforced the escort. Then from about 0930 the convoy
came under repeated attack from German JU 88s and
Italian SM79s high level bombers and torpedo bombers.
At 1330 an Italian aircraft arrived overhead and dropped
flares ahead of the convoy as target markers for the
approaching Italian battle groups. At 1410 EURYALUS
sighted smoke on the horizon, bearing 350 degrees and
reported three enemy ships. The light cruisers increased
to full speed and turned north towards the enemy laying a
smoke screen whilst the convoy turned away and headed
south-west. The smoke screen was carried very effectively
towards the enemy by a south-easterly wind protecting the
cruisers and the convoy. A short while later both sides
opened fire at long range with a number of shells landing
close to PENELOPE before the Italian ships turned away.
The cruisers altered course back into the smoke screen
retiring towards the convoy, but a short while later Italian
ships were sighted again and the cruisers headed to
engage laying smoke all the while. After exchanging fire
and straddling the British cruisers the Italian ships turned
away, meanwhile the convoy was attacked by German JU
88 bombers.

Norman Wilkinson’s painting of the 2nd battle or Sirte
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The combined Italian battle group formed up and again
closed in towards the convoy, which it sighted through the
smoke at a range of 20,000 yards at 1647. Once more
Admiral Vian led his cruisers in an attempt to head off the
Italians and Admiral Iachino turned his ships to the west to
work round the smoke screen and intercept the convoy.
The British cruisers continued to close the Italian battle
group, laying smoke and at 1643 CLEOPATRA and
EURYALUS opened fire at extreme range. The Italian
ships returned fire scoring a 6-inch shell hit on Cleopatra,
knocking out her radar and radio. The battleship fired
through a gap in the smoke screen at EURYALUS and
achieved a straddle. The cruisers took it in turn to duck in
and out of the smoke screen so the Italian ships hardly
had enough time to aim accurately at any one target
before it disappeared back into the smoke. At 1705
Admiral Vian altered course to the east in case Italian
ships tried to reach the convoy from that direction leaving
the destroyers to screen and lay smoke to the west. But
then a gap opened up in the smoke screen and the
LITTORIO was able to open fire on the vulnerable
destroyers.

CLEOPATRA making smoke to shield the convoy as
EURYALUS elevates her forward guns to shell the Italian Fleet

The small destroyers courageously charged the Italian
battle group, laying heavy smoke and attempting to attack
with torpedoes. Two destroyers were straddled and
damaged by 15-inch shells. Vian hurried back to support
his destroyers and his cruisers opened fire as they
emerged from the smoke screen.

At 1806 CLEOPATRA burst through the smoke again and
fired three torpedoes at the LITTORIO causing the Italian
ships to turn away to avoid the torpedo tracks. The Italian
ships steamed to the west and then south in line ahead,
shadowed by the destroyers, which attempted a further
torpedo attack on the LITTORIO. One of the destroyers
received a direct hit from the battleship but nevertheless
the destroyers managed to fire twenty-eight torpedoes.
The Italian ships turned away and all torpedoes missed
but the British cruisers continued firing their guns and a
shell burst above the battleship’s quarter deck starting a
small fire.
Finally the Italian battle group broke off the engagement
and steamed north, heading for home, the battle was at
long last over.
After the battle Churchill signalled Admiral Cunningham,
the Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean, what would have
been a suitable epithet to CS Forester’s The Ship: “That
one of the most powerful modern battleships attended by
two heavy and four light cruisers and a flotilla of
destroyers should have been routed and put to flight in
broad daylight by a force of five British light cruisers and
destroyers, constitutes a naval episode of the highest
distinction and entitles all ranks and ratings concerned,
and above all their commander, to the compliments of the
British nation”.
In reality it was a Pyrrhic victory as the battle had delayed
the convoy with the fatal consequence that it failed to
reach Malta safely under cover of darkness. By the time it
eventually arrived in the vicinity of Grand Harbour it was
broad daylight and enemy bombers sank or destroyed two
thirds of the ships before they could discharge their vital
supplies.
Despite CS Forester’s rather triumphant tone, with his
dramatic ‘the shot that changed the history of the world’ all
clearly written to raise morale at a crucial time, the reality
was rather different. In fact it was not the Battle of Sirte
that saved the world, the true triumph of the Royal Navy
was not defending that Malta convoy but entirely different
actions cutting off vital supplies to Rommel in North Africa,
which led ultimately to the defeat of Rommel at El Alamein
later that year, which many regard as the true turning point
of the war encapsulated by Churchill’s famous “Not the
beginning of the end of the war but the end of the
beginning”.

TABLE OF REPORTED ENEMY SHIPS IN ACTIONS IN THE GULF OF SIRTE – 1941 - 1942:
BB = Battleships, HC = Heavy Cruisers, LC = Light Cruisers, *AA = Admiralty Archivist, *SR = Captain Stephen Roskill
STATED BY:
Date:
BB
HC
LC
Winston Churchill
1942
1
2
4
CS Forester (‘The Ship’)
1943
2
3
4
Ministry of Information
1943
1
3
6
“1st Battle of Sirte” AA*
1957
1
2
1
“2nd Battle of Sirte” AA*
1957
(“main body of the Fleet including several BBs”)
“2nd Battle of Sirte” SR*
1960
1
2
1
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The Theme of Forester’s The Ship
F. Arnold Romberg
Introduction
The main objective of this essay is to discuss what C. S.
Forester was trying to do when he wrote The Ship, how he
did it, and how well.
The action described in The Ship was patterned after the
Second Battle of Sirte, March 22, 1942. The events of that
battle are described in detail in Captain Pack’s The Battle
of Sirte [1]. His preface lists eleven Royal Navy officers
who provided personal accounts of the battle. One of the
ships that participated was the cruiser HMS PENELOPE.
Damage inflicted then and in following weeks resulted in
the decision to send PENELOPE to the Brooklyn Navy
Yard for repairs. She was in New York from May 19 until
early September, 1942, when she returned to Portsmouth,
England, via Norfolk and Bermuda [2].
C. S. Forester met the crews of a number of British ships
that visited the United States, and he was in PENELOPE
for a week on sea trials in Chesapeake Bay [3]. Forester
undoubtedly interviewed many members of the crew who
had been through the battles of Sirte. He must have had
every opportunity to visit all parts of the ship while she
was under way. The British Ministry of Information
approved the trip and the Royal Navy must have also.
They may have invited CSF to come in the hope that he
would write favourably about the Royal Navy war effort in
the Mediterranean. As we know, any such expectations
were amply fulfilled.
The Ship was published in June 1943. While it was being
written the outcome of the war was still very much in
doubt. The book must have considerably increased the
optimism of its readers regarding how the struggle was
going and the competence of the Royal Navy. This result
was probably one of the main objectives of the author and
his sponsors.
Some commentators have stated that the book was
inspired by the First Battle of Sirte. That brief encounter
on December 17, 1941, involved a British force of an antiaircraft cruiser, two light cruisers and seven destroyers
from Alexandria, along with two cruisers (one of them
PENELOPE) and four destroyers from Malta. They met
very late in the afternoon an Italian fleet of three
battleships, two heavy cruisers and ten destroyers. The
Malta ships (including PENELOPE) and the supply ship
they were escorting were detached to make for Malta. The
remaining British ships exchanged fire with Italians just
before dark for eleven minutes, with no significant damage
to either side. This action was quite different from that
portrayed in The Ship.
The Second Battle of Sirte is often mentioned without the
numerating adjective as the Battle of Sirte. This
encounter, three months later than the first, involved
similar forces on each side. It is clearly the one that in
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The Ship. Both battles involved smoke screens and
torpedo attacks by destroyers, but the second one also
involved much maneuvering, over a period of two hours in
daylight. Another point of discrepancy between
commentators is where in the United States the Penelope
was repaired. John Forester says in his biography of CSF
[4] that she was at the Philadelphia Navy Yard, but
Gordon [3] and others state that she was at the Brooklyn
Navy Yard, which must be correct.
Although the actions of the fictional ARTEMIS in The Ship
do not mirror in detail those of the PENELOPE in the
Battle of Sirte, there are enough points of similarity to
make unmistakable the correspondence between the two.
For example, ARTEMIS is the last ship in the line of
cruisers that dodge in and out of the smokescreen, and
was the first ship to operate more or less independently. In
real life, the battle plan from the fleet commander Admiral
Vian arrived in Malta just after PENELOPE had sailed to
join Vian. Since PENELOPE did not know the details of
Vian’s joint action plan she trailed the rest of the line when
the battle was joined and did not follow all the maneuvers
of the ships ahead.
Each chapter of the book tells a portion of the developing
story of the battle, as seen from the point of view of one or
a few of the men involved. The events unfold rapidly. The
story is told very engagingly in spite of the many different
viewpoints. As with almost all Forester books, it is a very
good read. It can be read and enjoyed entirely as an
action story, quite without any explicit concern for the
theme behind it.
The Main Theme
The main theme of the book is that the ship is an efficient
and effectively functioning machine. The crew member
actions carefully described in each chapter show
powerfully how each man contributes significantly to the
success of the organism that is the ship. This theme is
covered at length and very explicitly, involving a large
proportion of the author’s words.
The main elements of the success of an effective
organization are (a) training, (b) equipment, (c) leadership,
and (d) confidence and courage of the team. Forester
develops these characteristics of the ship’s company in
detail by presenting forcefully and interestingly, sometimes
in great detail, the background and thoughts of numerous
crew members.
Training
The role of training is easily appreciated. At the beginning
of Chapter IV, the Chief Yeoman starts making a signal to
the flagship “before the last words of the order had left [the
Captain’s] lips.” He knows what to do, when and how.
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Pom-pom crews on HMS PENELOPE. These fellows include the prototypes of Leading Seaman “Nibs” Harris, Able Seaman “Curly”
Presteign, and Able Seamen Nye and Ryder. Their faces show they are all characters!” The photo is published in HMS Pepperpot.

The difference training makes is implied at the end of
Chapter XIV where ARTEMIS’ Captain reflects, almost
unconsciously, that the Italian “instruments would not be
as carefully looked after, nor as skillfully handled.” In
Chapter XVIII the two ratings who man the telephone
exchange carry on normally in spite of being considerably
shaken up -- one significantly injured by a nearby shell
explosion. Their superior, the Torpedo Gunner’s Mate, is
quite well aware that they need no supervision or
encouragement from him to keep on doing their duty
efficiently and well as long as they are able.
Equipment
In the case of this battle, there is very little difference in
the quality of the equipment. Both the Italians and the
British could build good ships and equip them well. In
accordance with the emphasis on the quality of the
personnel and the team they belong to, Forester does not
draw attention to any differences in the equipment they
use. However, he does mention its importance. The third
paragraph of Chapter II begins “Everything seemed to be
designed for his comfort”, where “he” is a man on the
bottom level of the organization chart -- Ordinary Seaman
Quimsby, on watch in the crow’s nest. The facilities for
feeding the crew a good hot meal on short notice in the
midst of a battle are described (Chapter I). The efficiency
of the gunnery control computers and the shell handling
equipment are covered at some length.
In extreme circumstances (witness the whole battle of the
eastern Mediterranean) a lack of equipment can be
compensated for by the other three elements. Specifically,
in the battle portrayed in The Ship, and in its real life
pattern, the lack of British battleships and carriers was
overcome by daring, courage, and efficiency. The
message here is that the RN, competently supported by
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the ship designers and builders, has provided equipment
that allows the whole crew, from the Captain right down to
the ordinary seamen, to serve at a high level of
effectiveness.
Leadership
Leadership at the top level — fleet and theatre — is
essential. The weapon (whether ship, fleet, platoon, or
regiment) must be directed at a significant and
conceivably achievable goal. Imagination and cunning
must be applied in the application of the weapon. Although
I find no reference to it in The Ship, Admiral Cunningham’s
decision to bring together Vian’s force B from Alexandria
and Force K from Malta to shepherd the convoy in the
face of probable interference from a superior Italian fleet is
an example.
Good leadership at every lower level is equally essential if
the weapon is to have effect. Numerous passages in the
book explain that crew members at many different levels
each have the leadership ability required for the job. For
the Captain, the Paymaster Commander, the Commander
(E) in charge of the engine room, the Gunnery Lieutenant,
Commissioned Gunner Kaile overseeing the Marine Band
members serving the Transmitting Station (controlling the
guns), even the old-womanish Torpedo Gunner’s Mate –
for each of these, and others, Forester identifies the
background and personal characteristics that make him
not just suitable but thoroughly competent to lead and
provide an example to his subordinates, be they few or
many. The author has made the story not only believable
but readable, convincing, and entertaining by also
describing each person’s other characteristics, portraying
him not just as a cog in a very efficiently running machine,
but also as a real person – a peg with warts and faults
who, not accidentally, fits neatly into the particular hole he
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occupies.
The main theme of the book is expanded by telling
precisely how the Royal Navy has welded all of the
different members of the crew into a smoothly functioning
group each member having confidence in the others. The
importance and the sources of good leadership are well
covered, but so are the importance and reasons for good
“followship” on the part of the men at the lower levels of
the organization. Chapter XIII covers the effective, gentle
but firm twenty-year molding of an Irish revolutionary into
the admirable Chief Petty Officer O’Flaherty. Chapter XVI
emphasizes the ability of British Navy discipline to get the
absolute most out of each man without wasting effort and
creating antagonisms by an “outward show of discipline, of
the Prussian Guard type.” This sub-theme is elaborated
again in Chapter XVIII in reference to the Marine
Bandsmen doing their jobs in the Transmitting Station.
The development and remarkable beneficial effect of selfdiscipline is explained here in the short biography of Mr.
Kaile. The benefit to all of good discipline is made clear
when Ordinary Seaman Triggs suffers permanent injury to
his hands in flooding X magazine, thereby preventing the
while ship from blowing up.
Confidence and Courage of the Team
The glue that holds the team together is explicitly
described in a number of places. The manifold and
intertwined benefits of excellent training, equipment and
leadership are explained at length, but Forester also
emphasizes the important role of each man’s confidence
in all the other crew members, from top to bottom.. Then
he adds to that the truth that the hidden strength -- the
endoskeleton of the organism, the inner fiber of the whole
– is the affection of each member of the group for at least
some of the people with whom he interacts regularly. The
diffident Able Seaman Presteign is protected by his mate,
burly Leading Seaman Harris, and he is well-regarded by
the Captain’s Secretary Jerningham so far above him. The
bond between the Commander (E) and his Senior
Engineer Bastwick is more implicit, but quite clear. The
Captain expresses to Jerningham his confidence in
lookout Whipple, and the book mentions Whipple’s
unconscious confidence in the Captain.
This important factor in the strength of military
organizations has been explicitly discussed by other
authors, too. Stephen Ambrose in Citizen Soldiers [5] talks
about it at some length. Warriors put themselves in a
position to fight for many different reasons, some of them
patriotic, but, like the archer in Shakespeare’s Henry V,
they “determine to fight lustily” because of their feelings for
the friends beside them and their confidence in their
leaders.
Similar Writings
Awareness and concern for the interactions between crew
members and between superiors and inferiors are display-
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ed throughout Forester’s Hornblower books, as well as in
The Good Shepherd and The Captain from Connecticut.
These are all narratives with much more plot and much
less analysis than The Ship, but the theme of The Ship is
distinctly visible in them. Monsarrat’s The Cruel Sea is
another example. It is perhaps impossible to write a
realistic novel about a successful naval ship without
covering some elements of this theme at least implicitly.
There is an interesting sidelight in HMS Pepperpot, when
the very real Captain Nicholl is reported as having asked
Commander Grant (in charge of repairs at Malta) “what
Captain Hornblower would have done to hasten repairs
had he been captain of PENELOPE.” They decided to do
what they thought Hornblower would have done. [6].
Those who are interested in the application of good
personnel management in a nautical setting will like the
book It’s Your Ship [7]. It is not a narrative, but an
exposition of numerous personnel management principles,
one per chapter, with extensive examples drawn from the
author’s experience as captain of a USN guided missile
destroyer in 1997‑8. The writing is excellent and there are
numerous parallels between the shipboard examples and
the situations in The Ship. In several places Forester is
explicit about the application of good management
principles. Captain Troughton-Harrington-Yorke (one
wonders how he signed his name and how he referred to
himself!) comments to Jerningham (Chapter VII) that the
commonest mistake in war is to believe that one knows
best, and the second most common is to give
unnecessary orders.
Conclusion
The Ship is a splendid piece of writing. It succeeds
marvellously in two things. First, it is a very entertaining
story of a very interesting naval contest. Pack and Gordon
quote numerous very laudatory messages to the members
of Vian’s force. Some writers have described the Second
Battle of Sirte as the most brilliant naval action of the
Second World War. Second, it presents the crew
members of one ship, and by implication those of many
other RN ships, as genuine realistic patriotic heroes.
The Ship is a book that I reread every few years, and
always enjoy just as much as I did the first time.
[1] Capt. S. W. C. Pack, The Battle of Sirte, Naval Institute
Press, Annapolis, MD. (1975), ISBN 0-87021-813-1
[2] Wikipedia, HMS Penelope
[3] Ed Gordon, HMS Pepperpot, Robert Hale, London
(1985), ISBN 0-7090-2351-0, p. 160
[4] John Forester, The Life of C. S. Forester, John
Forester (2000), ISBN 0-940558-X, page 427
[5] Stephen E. Ambrose, Citizen Soldiers, Simon &
Schuster (1997), ISBN 0-684-81525-7
[6] Gordon, op. cit. page 130
[7] Abrashoff, Captain D. Michael, It’s Your Ship,
Businesss Plus (2002), ISBN 978-0-446-52911-2
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The PAID PIPER, Forester’s first published book
Lawrie Brewer
This is a splendid read. I came to it with a memory of John
Forester recalling The Paid Piper as ‘written in six weeks
starting a month or so after the first [unpublished] novel
was finished. I read it as a child and haven’t seen a copy
since’. CSF himself describes ‘a tangled jumble of stories,
some long and some short, but one or two of them
good…’
We know the circumstances in which it came to be written.
‘I was given a year and the attic’ Forester wrote describing
his position after ceasing his medical studies at Guy’s
Hospital. He settles down at 58 Underhill Road to carve
out a living as a writer.
23 years old, emigrated from Egypt, living in Dulwich with
his parents in their second English home, a failed medical
student, given a year to prove himself – the young Cecil
sets to writing for a living and this is his first published
novel.
Here is a young man of erudition. He falls back on his
knowledge of Egypt but also travels to Venice, Turkey, the
counties of Buckinghamshire and rural Kent, and the
streets of London in ‘Paid Piper’. The young CSF’s
vocabulary too is startling – what 23-year-old today would
so casually employ ‘eleemosynary’, or know the meaning
of a house called ‘Semper Eadem’? Who today relates
readily to ‘one hundred and twenty-eight quarterings,
[with] nobility dating back to Francis I’?
For all his youth and quirky background, Forester’s
technique works. He postulates a wealthy Englishman
living in the Strand, with his life temporarily interrupted by
his younger wife’s absence and his own falling ill. He
forms two friendships during the period of departure from
standard routine; Cardinal, a man he befriends after
seeing him puppets in the street; and Higgins, his
manservant.
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During the evenings while the teller of our tale is laid up in
his flat, he persuades his interlocutors to talk about
episodes in their lives. We hear a classic English ghost
story, the tale of a Thames suicide, about a young
Englishman caught up in the temptations and turmoil of
the Turkish Empire, an aristocrat’s dalliance, a deranged
philosopher, dark deeds in a dungeon, an alcoholic Jewish
vagrant, an incestuous father. This is an assembly of short
stories but somehow each one benefits from its
association with the three characters we come to know.
It is Cardinal we meet first:
At first sight he seemed quite an ordinary toyseller, except
that it was rather late for anyone to be selling toys on the
pavement of the Strand. Twenty yards in front of me he
was walking along besides a smartly dressed couple,
making the grotesque model of a man he held on a stick
cavort and pirouette in front of them, while he poured out
his tradesman’s patter in eager-flowing Cockney.
The instant picture we are offered works very well - written
some ten years earlier but reminiscent of the technique
Forester employs to such good effect from the first
moment of the Hornblower stories, when we see a naval
captain coming on deck ‘not long before dawn’;
Then, Higgins:
‘Higgins, the stickler for etiquette; Higgins, the selfappointed guardian of my purse and my morals; Higgins,
the self-righteous sneerer at all ‘low company…’
The technique is to implant on the vagrant street-vendor’s
life, a background of erudition, wide travel and cultural
experience.
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To the ‘establishment’ manservant on the other hand
Forester ascribes a background of crime and horror. It is
an effective technique of extreme and contradiction –
again, in the first Hornblower novel we witness the
contrast of orderly life on HMS Lydia versus the degraded
conditions in El Supremo’s enclave.
There is time for a young man’s philosophy as well. We
hear of the dangers of socialism – a predictable concern
for a nascent author who we now know presented his
social origins as less ‘middle-class’ than he feared a
girlfriend or publisher might admire. Then there is ‘The
Nirvana of the Ungodly’ explained by Cecil Smith as he
sought to express the desires of a young man:
Nirvana means a state of such perfect contemplation of
the divinity that nothing else matters, and the Nirvana of
the Ungodly means a state of such perfect contemplation
of what is not divine that nothing else matters.
A great deal of ‘Paid Piper’ is autobiographical. The
London locations are all near London bridge station - the
terminus for CSF’s train from Dulwich; one of the
characters is called Sydenham – a suburb near to his
home. Street-singing is one of Cardinal’s occupations and
‘Long Before Forty’ includes CSF’s claim to have resorted
to this himself following the guy’s debacle. His native
Cairo figures large in the Cardinal stories and Cecil’s
reading and background can again be observed when
Cardinal observes:
As Mr Kipling phrases it, with a somewhat difficult
scansion and inelegant diction,
“If you’ve ‘eard the East a callin’,
You don’t never need nought else”
The first trace of an interest in Napoleon is seen when the
tramp says:
France isn’t too bad, but there nearly every tramp is a
criminal (hardly any English tramps are)…. If you don’t
beg, but live Napoleonically on the countryside, the diet is
apt to get monotonous’
We are left in no doubt that this is an aspiring novelist at
work. We read that the suitable length for a novel is
60,000 words, to be written at the rate of 7,000 per day;
that publishers disappoint young authors with slow and
negative responses; that having a novel typed from
manuscript costs £12. And the stress of writing a novel:
I did not realise that nine hours’ work on a novel was
equivalent to a week’s ordinary office work. And yet I was
bursting with eagerness to get started on the beastly thing.
Bad or good, I had taken the difficult first step, and I had to
go through with it, willy-nilly.
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CSF takes to opportunity of telling us:
After all, what is literary fame? A man sweats blood for
months on end to write his masterpiece. He cringes to
publishers until it is produced. Then all the little grubs of
critics who could nothing half as well, wire in and tell him
how he could have done it better, until he could weep over
their blind ignorance.
Yet for all the difficulties of the author, his youth, his
complaints of penury and lack of experience, Paid Piper is
a real pleasure to read. One turns from chapter to chapter
asking what surprise awaits us from our three narrators
and their fascinating experiences. This is brilliant early
Forester – and if a reader has any doubt about the identity
of the author read the opening ghost story: Old Mr Martin used to cough frequently, particularly just
before he spoke. It was more like a clearing of the throat
than a cough in fact. Mrs Martin always chimed in at the
end with two little coughs of her own, like a response in a
church service. Rather like this, in fact: Ha, h’m. Ha, h’m.
___________________________

FIRST & ONLY EDITION DETAILS
First edition. London: Methuen, 1924.
19.3 cm. Orange cloth printed in black, with blind border
on front. 222 [2] 8 (ads) pp. 1,740 copies. Sheets received
in July and bound over two years.
First binding. Ads dated September 1923. MW
Second binding. Ads dated May 1925. APG
Canadian issue. Toronto: Macmillan, 1924. U.K. sheets.
260 copies. APG
(data from: http://mwilden.com/forester/bibliography.htm)
The only copy currently available is a Canadian Edition
(there was no US edition!) from http://bookzangle.com :
No dustjacket, covers are orange/black, spine casing
hanging by a thread, edges worn and spotted, "Camp
Shawanaga" stamped inside front cover and on flep,
previous owner's name on flep, previous owner's initials
on spine, bookstore codes and price in pencil on flep,
binding weak but holding, please email for pictures!!!, light
spine slant, pages foxed and tanned, says "First Published
1924," no other prints or dates stated, still would make an
excellent reading copy only. Price USD$ 198.23
My own copy is a UK edition without dustjacket, a sloppy
binding and a price tag of USD$ 175.
EDITOR
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Hornblower in the Baltic: The Commodore
Rolf Ahlström
This article will discuss CS Forester’s “The
Commodore” (1945) in which hero Horatio Hornblower
ventures into the Baltic. The book is set in 1812, a
dramatic year in the Baltic as this was the year in which
Napoleon attacked Russia. Here we will discuss some
aspects of the historic background and how the author is
dealing with these.
Historical context
The French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars had great
influences on many nations – the Nordic Countries
included – and the results of many of these changes are
still to be seen today. One could argue that in the given
period significant steps were taken to change the Nordic
countries from two powers – Denmark and Sweden – into
the five sovereign states we now know.
Before the French Revolutionary wars, the Nordic
Countries consisted of two powers, Denmark and
Sweden. Denmark included Norway and Iceland. Sweden
included Finland as well as a holding in Pomerania
(Vorpommern and Rügen island).
At the beginning of the French Revolutionary wars both
Denmark and Sweden benefited from the changed trade
patterns. Denmark having the larger commercial fleet was
the major beneficiary and carried out a lot of direct and
indirect trade with French dominated countries. We have
to remember that the British did their best to stop trade of
war-classified stores with the French enemy and its allies
and the Royal Navy made a habit of searching vessels in
order to do so.
In 1800 Russia, Denmark, Prussia and Sweden entered
into an Armed Neutrality (the Second League) and sent
warships to convoy their merchant ships to prevent search
by the Royal Navy and to protect a very profitable trade.
Following failure by diplomatic efforts to stop the practices
of the League, Britain responded by sending a fleet under
Admiral Sir Hyde Parker, and Vice Admiral Lord Nelson to
attack Copenhagen (the first Battle of Copenhagen) in
April 1801 in order to break up the League.
While the British were the victor, the Danes managed to
preserve their naval fleet, which on the whole was not
engaged in the battle. Nelson attacked the Danish forces
with 12 ships of the line, 4 frigates and 7 bomb ketches.
The latter however were not used due to difficulties in
reaching the correct position in the strong wind.
In 1807 the British returned to Zealand (Sjælland) and
Copenhagen with a strong army and navy and forced the
Danes to hand over their entire navy (some 18 ships of
the line and other smaller craft) to Britain. As a result
Denmark now joined up with Napoleon and commenced
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building a number of gunboats to attack British trade in the
Sound and in the Danish Belts.
In the following years Sweden was Britain’s only certain
ally in Northern Europe. The Swedish king had a great
personal hatred for Napoleon and refused Napoleon’s
demands not to trade with Britain. Swedish exports
included iron, copper, tar, timber, masts, hemp, grain,
dried fish, etc. and its imports consisted mainly of salt and
colonial products.
In 1807 Napoleon met Czar Alexander at Tilsit, and
Alexander agreed to force Sweden into the continental
blockade. His reward would be Finland. Accordingly,
Russia attacked Sweden in February 1808 and Denmark
later joined in the attack.
In April 1808 Britain sent a fleet under Sir James
Saumarez to Sweden’s assistance. His flagship was HMS
VICTORY (104 guns), Lord Nelson’s flag ship at Trafalgar,
and 61 other ships. During the following years the Royal
Navy was cruising in the Baltic during the sailing season
protecting and convoying British trade through the Sound
and the Danish Belts. Saumarez relinquished his
command in November 1812.
Sweden’s war with Russia went badly, the eastern part of
Sweden was overrun and in the peace treaty in 1809
Sweden lost some 30% of land and population and
Finland became a Grand Duchy of the Czar.
A new strong leader was now sought in Sweden and in
August 1810 the French former Marshal Jean Bernadotte
became the Swedish crown prince. Bernadotte had close
family ties with Napoleon (his wife Desirée’s sister was
married to Napoleon’s brother Joseph), but all along he
had been a rival of Napoleon in the French army.
Following the peace treaties with Russia and later with
France, Sweden was forced to declare war on Britain.
However, it only became a phony war and peace was
signed in July 1812.
In preparing for his campaign towards Russia in 1812,
Napoleon sought to bring Sweden along in the offensive.
Bernadotte, however, both questioned Napoleon’s
chances of a successful Russian campaign and Sweden’s
ability to defend Finland over time if a restoration would
have been possible. Instead Bernadotte decided to
cooperate with Czar Alexander and the two met in Finland
where Bernadotte could advise Alexander on how to deal
with Napoleon. This historic meeting took place on the
Finnish west coast in the city of Åbo/Turku in late August
1812, when Napoleon already had started his campaign
against Russia and the first battle had been fought at
Smolensk.
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Map of 1727, north on the laft. The squadron kept Ween (Hven) on the port bow and sailed between Salthom and Amak (Amager)

The Commodore
Turning to CS Forester’s The Commodore, the main
outline of the story will now be discussed including a few
of Hornblower’s adventures and how the author is dealing
with some of the historic facts.
As those who have read The Commodore know, the story
begins with Hornblower sitting in his bath at his country
estate looking at his legs dangling over the end and
finding it irritating – he much prefers the baths or rather
showers on the deck from the wash-deck pump.
Forester’s ideas about The Commodore originated from
an entirely different area: He had repeatedly come across
bomb ketches in his reading and developed a keen
interest in them. Bomb ketches had been devised for the
purpose of throwing shells from the sea at targets on land,
especially targets behind hills or fortifications. They were
frequently used during the Napoleonic wars – the British
used then in the second attack on Copenhagen.
The author decided to work out a hypothetical campaign
where bomb ketches played an important role. But the
bomb ketches needed protection. So Hornblower was
made Commodore over a squadron with one ship of the
line, two sloops, two bomb-ketches and one cutter.
Hornblower’s campaign in the Baltic briefly went like this:
● Passage through The Sound (see map);
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● Destruction by the use of bomb ketches of a French
privateer off the Island of Rügen near Stralsund;
● Visiting St. Petersburg;
● Actions in the Fischer’s Haff;
● Support in the defence of Riga using bomb
ketches.
As mentioned earlier, it is an historic fact that Czar
Alexander met with the new Swedish crown prince
Bernadotte in conjunction with the war between France
and Russia. But the author moved the meeting to St.
Petersburg and the timing to June 1812 before hostilities
had begun, lets Hornblower be present at a joint reception
and dinner. Here is a scene where Hornblower’s Finnish
interpreter Braun tries to assassinate Bernadotte and
perhaps Alexander. Bernadotte had abandoned Finland
and was now cooperating with Czar Alexander, the former
enemy. Hornblower is able to intervene – later drinks too
much vodka and wine and is seduced by his lady partner
at table, a Russian Countess.
The day after the reception, while Hornblower is suffering
from a terrible hangover and flea bites, Czar Alexander
unexpectedly visits Hornblower on his ship. Hornblower
decides to show Alexander how British sailors live and
work and takes the Czar and his party on a tour through
the ship and later serves lunch as follows: pea soup,
boiled salt ribs of beef, boiled salt-beef tongue and boiled
salt pork, with pickled cabbage to go with the meat.
Finally, they are served rum – the life-blood of the Navy!
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The main French army under Napoleon was heading for
Moscow while another and smaller army was heading for
St. Petersburg. On its way up the Baltic coast this army
had to cross the river Dvina near Riga. This French army
was stopped at Riga and the author makes Hornblower
and his bomb ketches play an important role in halting the
French army, which in actual fact was largely made up of
Prussian soldiers.

Several other real-life figures are mentioned in the book.
Hornblower is on the spot to see the first defection from
the Napoleonic army by the Prussian force under orders of
Marshal Jacques Macdonald, Duke of Taranto (17651840).
Prussian Field Marshall Ludwig Yorck von Wartenburg
(1759-1830) is also mentioned. It was Yorck who finally
agreed to an armistice:
"I agree," said Yorck. That was all Hornblower wanted to
hear. He could lapse into his dream — his nightmare —
now.
And it is here that Hornblower becomes delirious with
what probably was meant to be Typhoid fever, and the
book ends.
In conclusion, “The Commodore” is an excellent example
of C S Forester’s impressive ability to combine history with
fiction. It also demonstrates the author’s deep knowledge
of the Royal Navy and his well thought-out and wellconstructed naval officer character, Horatio Hornblower.
Altogether it makes for both interesting and enjoyable
reading!

Hornblower Companion map of Riga campaign

The shallow waters nearby the French trenches on the
south side of the Dvina made it impossible for the bomb
ketches to come within range – but Hornblower finds a
solution – camels! Camels are a means of reducing the
draught of a ship. Loaded vessels are lashed tightly on
each side of a ship and then emptied to raise the centre
ship out of the water. Lighters found in Riga were laden
with sand and the bomb ketches were then able to come
within range and destroy the French batteries and delay
the siege of Riga.
The author lets the Prussian von Clausewitz (working for
the Russians) state the delay as 4 days, and also lets
Clausewitz make a number of scientific remarks about the
siege and siege warfare in general.
Carl von Clausewitz (1780-1831) is of course the Prussian
military theorist who wrote the famous book “About War”
published posthumously in 1832.
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Finally an historic aftermath
In exchange for advising Czar Alexander on how to beat
Napoleon, Bernadotte sought Alexander’s support for
acquiring Norway from Denmark. In 1814 he succeeded
and Norway came into a personal union with Sweden.
Denmark would in return receive Swedish Pomerania.
However, in the peace treaty of Vienna in 1815 Swedish
Pomerania was ceded to Prussia and eventually became
part of Germany.
Norway gained its independence from Sweden in 1905.
Finland was a Grand Duchy of the Russian Czar until
1917 when it gained its independence.
Iceland gained its independence from Denmark during the
Second World War, 1944.
Further readings
● Davey, James, The Transformation of British naval
Strategy, Seapower and Supply in Northern
Europe 1808-1812 (Woodbridge, 2012)
● Fagrell, Gunnar, Admiral Saumarez and Sweden
(University College London 1975)
● Feldbaek, Ole, The Battle of Copenhagen 1801
(Barnsley, 2002)
● Forester, C.S., The Hornblower Companion (pages
56 – 63) (London 1964)
● Voelcker, Tim, Admiral Saumarez versus
Napoleon, The Baltic 1807-12 (Woodbridge
2008)
This article is based on a presentation for the C S Forester
Society in 2012 in Oxford. Rolf Ahlström is also a member
of the Swedish Horatio Hornblower Society.
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Two more Hornblower movie stars
Jetse Reijenga
We all have read the novels, often repeatedly. From
reading the novels, we form a very personal and
imaginary image of our hero Horatio Hornblower, possibly
only a little coloured by the picture on the dustwrapper.
For those who started reading the books and have seen a
movie afterwards, the looks of the hero on the screen may
come as a shock. On the other hand I know that some
members started with viewing the movies. Some, let us
say the younger half of our membership have undoubtedly
seen Ioan Gruffudd (born 1973) in the Hornblower TV
films (1998–2003). The other half of our membership may
have another image of our hero: that of Gregory Peck
(1916-2003) in the classic 1951 movie Captain Horatio
Hornblower. But these two actors were not the only ones.
The present contribution features two other less wellknown Hornblower actors: Rex Reason and David Buck.
Rex (George) Reason was born in Berlin on 30 November
1928 while his American parents were there on a business
trip. His career as a movie actor lasted from 1951 until
1963. Most of his roles were in action movies, such as
WWII stories Mission in Korea and China Venture (both
1953). He also fought and killed “native Americans” in
western The Rawhide Trail (1958).
In 1957 he starred in a TV episode called “Conflict:
Passage to Maranga”. The airdate was Tuesday February
5th, 1957 on ABC-TV, Director: Leslie H. Martinson. Rex
Reason is shown on movie stills together with co-actress
Adele Mara, indicated as “a Spanish Lady” (below).
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Adele Mara (1923-2010) was born as Adelaide Delgado in
Michigan, of American-Spanish descentant. She was an
actress, singer and dancer who appeared in films during
the 1940s and 1950s.
As to the synopsis, one source is limited to this:
Captain Hornblower combats the wiles of a woman and
the might of the Spanish navy, with Rex Reason and
Adele Mara.
From this it seems uncertain to which of the Hornblower
books this refers. If the “Spanish lady” is an error, it could
be Happy Return. But in the Albany Knickerbocker News
(1957) where the TV film is sandwiched between Amos ‘n
Andy and the Phil Silvers show, it is announced as: Drama
"Passage to Maranga" starring Rex Reason and Adele
Mara. Capt. Horatio Hornblower's adventures in the West
Indies. There is a picture in which Adele Mara is intimate
as “his lady friend”. Can it be Barbara?
Rex Reason was once quoted as saying "If I couldn't act, I
wouldn't know what to do with my life". In spite of that, Rex
left acting and went into the real estate business.
The second Hornblower actor was David Buck. He was an
English actor whose television career lasted from 1959
until 1989. He played Winston Smith in The World of
George Orwell: 1984 (1965), an adaptation of the novel.
He also played Shakespearean roles. Later, he was a
voice actor for the animated film The Lord of the Rings
(1978). He died of cancer at age 52 in 1989.
Director of this 1963 episode entitled “Hornblower” (AKA
Alcoa Premiere) was John Newland. Co-starring were
Terence Longdon as Lieutenant Bush, Nigel Green as
Brown, Barry Keegan as Holdroyd and Peter Arne as
Nathaniel Sweet.
A local US newspaper announces:
The 1 hour film was shot in England and cost $180,000. It
took four weeks to shoot, involved 40 stunt men for the
hand-to-hand fighting scenes. A 110 foot sloop of war was
built and parts of two other ships for boarding scenes. The
story involves mutiny and ends with a rip-snorting naval
battle.
Another press report mentions that this episode was
intended as a pilot for series and that Alcoa was
persuading ABT-TV, Revue studios in Hollywood and BBC
to share in the costs. I find no evidence that they
succeeded and Hornblower fans had to wait for decades
before seeing Ioan Gruffudd.
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The Ship - Why ARTEMIS?
Forester’s book The Ship was dedicated “with the deepest
respect to the OFFICERS AND SHIP’S COMPANY OF
HMS PENELOPE”. In the book the ship’s name is
changed to Artemis. Why change the name of the ship?
One of the reasons is on the same page: a disclamer that
any coincidence of names with living persons is
unavoidable and therefore accidental. Furthermore the
PENELOPE was the eighth vessel by that name in the
history of the Royal Navy and Forester in his fiction often
avoided names of historic Royal Navy ships. Goddess
Penelope was married to Odysseus and that her name
has traditionally been associated with marital faithfulness.
Without doubt Forester knew Greek mythology. Enough
reasons to change her name.

Terence Longdon as Bush (left) and David Buck as Hornblower
in ALCOA Premiere in 1963

A brief synopsis is found elsewhere:
The story, set in England in 1803 when England and
France were at war, relates the adventures of Horatio
Hornblower, captain of the "HMS FIREDRAKE," a British
warship. The pilot episode, broadcast as a segment of
"Alcoa Premiere," relates Hornblower's sea search for his
missing sister ship, the HMS FLAME. Based on the stories
by C.S. Forester.
In Lord Hornblower Flame’s sister ship was the PORTA
COELI (“gateway to heaven”), Forester having a
preference for using ship’s names not already on the HMS
list. Then why the brig was renamed HMS FIREDRAKE
(there had been 6 Firedrakes in the Royal Navy) therefore
remains a mystery. As does the year 1803 in the synopsis.
EDITOR
References
• http://www.rexreason.com/
• http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0714155/bio
• http://www.tcm.com/tcmdb/title/469787/Hornblower/
• Albany Knickerbocker News (1957)
• Mara: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0544711/bio
• http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Buck
• http://www.tcm.com/tcmdb/title/469787/Hornblower/
• http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0507715/
• Pittsburgh Press 3 January 1963
• St Petersburg Times of 28 February 1963
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Nymph Arethusa is chased by Alpheus and saved by
Artemis (Bernard Picart 1731)
PENELOPE was a cruiser of the Arethusa class. In Greek
mythology, Arethusa was a nymph and daughter of
Nereus. While bathing, she was chased by the river god
Alpheus who fell in love with her during their encounter.
After a long chase, she prayed to Artemis (goddess of the
hunt) and asked for protection. Artemis hid her in a cloud
and Arethusa ultimately became a fountain on the island
of Ortygia in Syracuse, Sicily. Very appropriate also since
HMS PENELOPE was to play a role in support of the
landings of 115,000 British and Canadian troops south of
Syracuse on the 10th of July 1943.
EDITOR
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That Old Computer
In Reflections 23 Simon Karner answered the question:
where was That Old Computer published: The August
1958 issue of Ellery Queen’s Mystery Magazine. And now
our member Ronald Meister in the USA sent a personal
photo copy of the article, annouced on p. 129 as “an
unusual short-short by a famous author...”. It first
appeared in Argosy, July 1975 under the title The Last
Answer. The story is about about Jennings, an electronic
engineer at Electric Subsidiaries Ltd. He is a workaholic
who manages to combine two old computers into a more
intelligent new one.

Hi Jetse,
Now what about part 2 in the series Forester’s sources. I
have read Jules Verne's In 80 Days Around the World and
was surprised by the coincidence of the hero's character.
A whistplaying autistic hero with a soft spot for women and
a mathematical mind. How's that sound? Something in it
for your Reflections?
Kai Svensson, Trondheim, Norway
Dear Sir/Madam
My 1st edition of Mr Midshipman Hornblower, Michael
Joseph Ltd, May 1950 ("Second impression before
publication") is inscribed in CSF's hand "To Ray and Dollie
with love and many happy memories from C.S. Forester."
Would you happen to know who Ray and Dollie are
(were)? Respectfully,
Charles Hutton Brown, Ottawa, Canada
Editor: Novelist & Storyteller provides the answer. Ray
and Dolly Fitter were part of the "Belcher set". Dolly Pinks
was sister-in-law of Frank Becher, brother of Kathleen
Belcher, CSF's 1st wife.

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS
The Bendix G-15 computer, new in 1957 (photo by US Army)

In response to a question it tells him that during his
overtime his wife Arabella is having an affair with
Babcock, the friend of the house. He confronts her with
this, well prepared. It somehow reminded me of Modernity
and Maternity, another of CSF’s experiments in the field of
what is usually called SF (science fiction). The
Peacemaker is another one. Someone should write an
article about CSF’s excursions into the SF field.

CORRESPONDENCE
Editor,
I turned on Radio 3 and heard Hornblower mentioned so
kept listening to the the film Music for the Gregory Peck
film (1951), composed and directed by Robert Farnon:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kEEwpNyIG34. This
might be of some interest maybe as back ground music
during the AGM dinner.
Simon Karner, UK
Dear Jetse,
I am one of the rather new members in the C.S.Forester
Society, and now when retired I would like to start to
participate in the society meetings. Actually I booked a
room for me and my husband at the hotel in France for the
September meeting!!!
With kind regards,
Hanneli Seppänen, Finland
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Mrs Anna Roda of Italy, Colonel Kenneth Pastore, LCDR
Steven Domoslay from the USA, Mr Alexey Kupriyanov
from Russia, Mr. Rafael San Miguel from Germany, Mr.
Rob Edwards, Mr. Shaun Hefferman from the UK, Mr. Ian
Mowat from Canada, Mr. Greger Windgren from Sweden ,
Mr Alan Henderson from Switzerland and Dr. Michael
Hahn from Austria.

IN THE NEXT ISSUE
Full programme details and call for registration of AGM
2013, HMS PENELOPE the aftermath, The Transmitting
Room in The Ship, Early editions of The Ship,
Correspondence.
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